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1. Introduction  
 
In the first half of this brief paper, we present practices and experiences from trust building between the 
population and internal security forces from the perspective of EUCAP Sahel Mali.   
 
In the second half, we outline some existing theories and approaches from related domains that can inform a 
theory of trust building in the Sahel.  
 
The views and opinions expressed here are those of the authors, and do not represent any official position of 
EUCAP Sahel Mali.  
 

2. EUCAP Sahel Mali  
 
Launched in 2015, EUCAP Sahel Mali (the Mission) is a non-executive, civilian capacity-building mission under 
the EU Common Defense and Security Policy (CSDP).1 The Mission provides strategic advice and training to 
three internal security forces (ISF), namely the Malian police, the Gendarmerie and the National Guard, as 
well as to relevant line ministries (Security, Defense, and Justice).  
 
The overall Mission objective is to assist the government to reestablish State authority throughout the Malian 
territory by supporting security sector reform (SSR) and improving the operational capacity of the ISF. The 
Mission also manages equipment and infrastructure project assistance to the ISF. 
 
As part of the regionalisation of CSDP missions in the Sahel, upon request the Mission can deliver targeted 
strategic advice and training in Mauritania, Niger, Burkina Faso and Chad. 
 
2.1 Defining and planning trust building  
 
In the Mission, “trust building” refers interchangeably to activities aimed at establishing, re-establishing, or 
strengthening trust between the ISF and the population. 2  The present trust level is considered low, or 
non/never-existent. This assessment is based on Malian3 and international resources456, human rights reports, 

                                                           
1
 EUCAP Sahel Mali: https://eeas.europa.eu/csdp-missions-operations/eucap-sahel-mali_en  

2
 In French : « rapprochement », « établissement/ rétablissement des liens de confiance ». 

3
 « Renforcement de la confiance entre les populations civiles et les forces de défense et de sécurité : diagnostic et solutions pour une 

paix durable au Mali », IMRAP (2016) : https://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-IMRAP-Rapport-FDS.pdf 
4
 Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), Mali, annual perception studies: http://www.fes-mali.org/index.php/mali-metre  

5
 Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and Coalition nationale de la société civile pour la paix et la lutte contre la 

prolifération des armes légères (CONCIPAL), Civil Society White Book for Peace and Security (2019) : 
https://www.sipri.org/media/press-release/2019/creating-long-lasting-peace-mali-sipri-and-partners-launch-first-white-book-peace  
6
 SIPRI security perceptions study in Central Mali (2018-ongoing)  https://www.sipri.org/publications/2020/sipri-insights-peace-and-

security/challenges-governance-development-and-security-central-regions-mali 

https://eeas.europa.eu/csdp-missions-operations/eucap-sahel-mali_en
https://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-IMRAP-Rapport-FDS.pdf
http://www.fes-mali.org/index.php/mali-metre
https://www.sipri.org/media/press-release/2019/creating-long-lasting-peace-mali-sipri-and-partners-launch-first-white-book-peace
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2020/sipri-insights-peace-and-security/challenges-governance-development-and-security-central-regions-mali
https://www.sipri.org/publications/2020/sipri-insights-peace-and-security/challenges-governance-development-and-security-central-regions-mali
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the media, and mistrust is attributed to armed conflict, corruption, a history of impunity, and the dysfunction 
or absence of state governance and services, especially outside the capital.   
The Mission’s (implicit) approach to trust building is to encourage, support, and accompany contact and 
cooperation between the ISF and the population, often with civil society organizations (CSOs) as intermediate 
facilitators. The underlying (unarticulated) assumption or basic theory of change is that contact leads to 
cooperation   and cooperation builds trust.  
 
The mission plans for trust building at an activity level, as something we do or to deliver, rather than at an 
outcome level, as something we achieve through the sum of our activities.  
 
Three main Malian strategies and policies on trust building exist such as «The Ministry of Security and Civil 
Protection Framework Plan for improving trust between the security forces and the population 2018-2021», 
and emerging national framework plan for trust buildign anda  emrgeign national stratgy for  and the Mission 
either repsonds to requests for support   
 

3 Trust building practices 
 
3.1 Training ISF  
 
On request by the Malian authorities, the Mission provides training for ISF on up to 7 training topics, including 
community policing (all three ISF) and a multi-topic pre-deployment training to the Gendarmerie and National 
Guard.  Since 2015, the Mission has trained more than 10,000 ISF. 
 
Community policing: 1 day in a 5-day training is dedicated to contact and cooperation with civil society and 
communities.  
 
Pre-deployment training: 4 hours in a 2-week training for the Gendarmerie and National Guard before 
deployment to Central Mali 7.  

 
Methodology: EUCAP invites CSO representatives to the training to present their habitual work (conflict 
resolution, peace building, and community development etc.) to the ISF, and to facilitate discussion and 
debate related to contact, cooperation and trust  (why there is mistrust, who is responsible, how to change, 
move forward, how to safely share information, and co-contribute to the protection and security of the 
community). Sometimes, to kick start reflection and debate, a documentary film by the malian CSO  Institut 
Malien de Recherche Action pour la Paix (IMRAP) is screened, showing various meetings across Mali where 
civilians and ISF discuss, sometimes heated, the challenges of peacebuilding and rebuilding the country. 
 
3.2 Encouraging and supporting ccoordination and consultation mechanisms 
 
A number of state and non-state frameworks/platforms/committees exist on national, regional and local 
levels, aimed at assembling ISF and community representatives and CSOs for information exchanges, joint 
analysis, joint action and problem solving.  The mission works with some of these frameworks, such as:  
 

 Platform for Exchange and Action (PEA), a forum co-established by the Mission in 2015, bringing 
together ISF, CSOs and international partners, on national and regional levels.   

                                                           
7
 Note: to respond to the security crisis, the Gendarmerie and the National Guard deployed to Central Mali are by decree under the 

command the Malian Army (not the Security Ministry), and are regularly engaged in military operations. The overlapping, but quite 
incompatible missions of protection civilians and combatting presumed terrorists is confusing and an ongoing challenging for the ISF, 
and for the communities ( and indeed, for the government and international partners and donors). 
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 Consultative Security Committees, established by decree in 2019, aimed at regional and communal 
levels, chaired by the Governors and Mayors respectively, with a broad membership from local 
authorities, civil society, ISF, and the army. These committees are not yet operational, but could and 
should become important for analytical and practical security management and a potential source 
and tool for trust building.  

 
3.3 Ad hoc support to trust-building activities planned and carried out by CSO partners  
 
Accompaniment or small-scale financial support of joint ISF-community events, typically organized by local 
associations and CSOs, such as sports, cultural or other joint social and educational activity. The ISF rarely 
proactively organize such events, yet usually participate when they are invited. 
 

4. Experiences   
 
4.1 Training ISF 
 
Feedback from the ISF training participates show that they appreciate the part of the training dedicated to 
contact and cooperation with civil society and communities. There is usually active and passionate 
participation in the discussions, and participants consistently request more time for such exchanges. 
Sometimes the trainings take place in the location where the participants work, so that the ISF and the CSOs 
can exchange contacts details and remain in touch. Unfortunately, and most often, this is not the case and the 
participants lose contact with the CSO facilitators and cannot make use of the contacts in their work. 
 
There is room for improving how these trainings are organized. The Mission is working to innovate exercises, 
roles plays and methods to make the training more interactive, structured and effective. The training 
approach is increasingly geared towards Training of Trainers (ToT), which will make it possible to plan longer 
trainings and refresher-trainings for improved impact and sustainability.   
 
4.2 Encouraging and supporting ccoordination and consultation mechanisms 
 
When ISF participate in meetings with CSOs and international partners it is important that the purpose of the 
encounter is clear and that ISF are represented at the same level as other persons around the table.  
Information exchange meetings requires an informed and articulate rapporteur. Discussions and decisions on 
joint action requires a higher level of representation.  
 
The Mission has encouraged the ISF to appoint “civil society focal points” to represent them at PEA meetings. 
There are mixed experiences with such focal points, as there are so far no criteria or terms of reference to 
guide the selection of focal points. Experience shows that ISF senior officers and commanders are more likely 
to represent the ISF very well in coordination meetings with CSOs, as they have confidence and autonomy to 
actively participate and make decisions.  
 
4.3 Ad hoc support to trust-building activities  
 
The Mission is not a donor, but provides technical expertise at the benefice of the ISF. While CSOs usually 
have the expertise and capacity to manage projects, organize events and report on progress and impact, ISF 
do not. When CSOs present project ideas for trust building initiatives, and seek funding, the Mission does not 
have financial or operational flexibility to respond, and can only point the CSO in the direction of other 
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donors.  More flexibility and project funds to quickly and visibly demonstrate a willingness to fund and follow 
good ideas and initiatives can be an important way to build relations and trust. 
 
There needs to be more critical scrutiny and reflection on how the Mission and Mission members are 
perceived by the ISF and the CSOs and communities. The Mission is an external actor to the parties between 
whom we seek to build trust, with frequent staff turnover.  To contribute to building trust, we first have to be 
trusted / show ourselves trustworthy. A method for building the trustworthiness of the Mission vis-à-vis ISF 
and COSs, communities is needed. Flexibility and project funds can be part of the method.  
 
4.4 A note on the impact of COVID-19 
 
The pandemic hit the country at a time of extreme political fragility. Grievances of a political nature, coupled 

with frustration ensuing from the restrictions of movement (e.g. night curfew) and sometimes excess of 

violence in enforcing the rules aggravated the population’s mistrust of public institutions. In mid-April in 

Mopti, the police allegedly beat an unarmed civilian for violating the curfew who died in hospital the next day, 

prompting the youth in Mopti  to protest against the police.  In general, the ISF were slow to react to violence 

allegations and there where little communication to inform about or clarify the situation to the public.   

While trust levels and poor legitimacy of the police have declined since the start of the pandemic, the 

phenomenon should however not be overestimated, as the legitimacy of state institutions was already low 

before the Covid-19 crisis. 

Nonetheless, the COVID19 episode is a good example of the consequences of the lack of communications 

strategy and proactive communication campaigns towards the public at large, fueling unrest and affecting 

trust levels. 

In Mali, civil society is the main actor to interpret and communicate government policies, and to inform and 

educate the public. Civil society can support, but should not substitute, the authorities’ responsibilities.  

 
4. Methodological challenges 

 
The Mission does not have a set of qualitative indicators to establish a baseline for trust to measure changes.  
The Mission key quantitative indicator related to trust is perhaps the number of meeting structures and 
meetings supported. There is no gender-disaggregated data for these meetings. 
 
In 2018-2019, the Mission considered commissioning a trust perception study as a baseline for Mission 
interventions (training). However, this posed significant methodological challenges. The individuals trained by 
the Mission come from different units, and are deployed separately to different geographical areas. There is 
no or little follow up as to how the trainees apply the training they receive, although there are budding efforts 
to change this. It is thus difficult to design a perception study that can meaningfully track any impact of 
trainings by the Mission. Trust building is not for one actor alone, and any change in trust levels is hardly 
attributable to one actor. Thus, we need to think out of the box on how to understand and capture if our 
action has any impact over time, positive or negative, on trust between ISF and the population.  
 
Community policing is only one the trainings topics dispensed by the Mission. Even though community 
policing explicitly tackles contact and cooperation between ISF and the population, it would be a mistake to 
think of community policing as the only module contributing to trust building. All Mission training topics, from 
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Border management to human ressources or logistics to cite a few, contribute to the professionalization of 
the ISF, and thus all topics should be considered as contributing to trust building.  Can this be reflected in how 
the mission tracks and reports on impact? 
 
We usually think of trust building from the perspective of the population: the population needs to regain trust 
in the ISF.  So, the ISF must build trustworthiness. The opposite perspective is often raised by the ISF in the 
Mission trainings, namely that the ISF need to regain trust in the population. Among the population there are 
civilians who joint local defense groups/ militia and so-called armed terrorist groups that regularly attack and 
often kill the ISF. How to integrate and tackle this two-way trust/mistrust into trust building approaches?  
 

5. Existing theories and approaches that can inform a theoretical base for trust building in the Sahel 
 
In thinking about a theory of trust building for the Sahel, we can learn and borrow from related theories. 
 
5.1 Learning from peace mediation processes 
 
Within trust building, it is essential to work with insider mediators. Mediators working in fragile contexts learn 
to work in a creative and integrative manner. The research conducted on insider-outsider relationships within 
mediation processes can inform our theoretical framework on trust building between ISF and populations.  
 
In addition, mediation processes have revealed the necessity to link levels (local, national, regional) and 
sectors (economic, security and political)8. Understanding that there are different entry points to relationships 
depending on the level upon which we are working is critical. Dialogue enables a participative diagnosis of 
issues. Once we have identified the breakdown in trust, we can map out solutions and find the bridges in 
between.   When transitions or programmes are underway, insider mediators can connect with the broader 
public through advocacy roles that aim to shift public discourse towards peace thereby creating widespread 
momentum to generate the necessary will.9  
 
Mediation, as trust building, occurs in phases. There is a short-term phase where the objective is to reach 
agreement, then in the medium phase we work on the implementation of the agreement. However, 
sustainable trust building requires the long-term phase, which links the mediation and dialogue process to 
consensus building for effective and legitimate governance.  
 
 
5.2 Theory of change 
 
The Theory of Change (TOC)10 is a participatory method to define all of the necessary and sufficient conditions 
required to bring about a given long term outcome. TOC uses backwards mapping requiring planners to think 
in backwards steps from the long-term goal (such as trust building) to the intermediate and then early-term 
changes that would be required to cause the desired change. This creates a set of connected outcomes known 
as a “pathway of change”. A “pathway of change” graphically represents the change process, as it is 
understood by the initiative planners and is the skeleton around which the other elements of the theory are 
developed. 
 

                                                           
8
 Mediation and Governance in Fragile Contexts, Small Steps to Peace, Dekha Ibrahmin Abdi and Simon Mason 

9
 Insider Mediation – EU Guidance Note 2014 

10
 One guide among many:  https://www.theoryofchange.org/what-is-theory-of-change/how-does-theory-of-change-work/  

https://www.theoryofchange.org/what-is-theory-of-change/how-does-theory-of-change-work/
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A key element of TOC is to identify and make explicit underlying assumptions about cause and effect of long 
change, and to test and update those assumptions over time, as we gradually learn more about the context 
and as the context and social dynamics change.   
 
5.2 Behavior Change Communication 
 
(Social) Behavior Change Communication is the strategic use of communication approaches to promote 
changes in knowledge, attitudes, norms, beliefs and behaviors. It makes use of the coordination of messages 
and activities across a variety of channels to reach multiple levels of society, including the individual, the 
community, services and policy. 
 
5.3 Short and long- term interventions  
 
How to we design and contribute to trust building when we never have enough time (and money)?  
 
In trust building, how to plan for the long-term, when we are constrained by short-term, or at best medium-
term time lines and funding? In our case, what can we aim to achieve in a two-year Mission mandate cycle? 
 
In the 1980s, practitioners and academics identified a funding gap — a 'grey zone' — between humanitarian 
assistance, rehabilitation and development activities surrounding the food crisis in Africa. The concept of 
linking relief, rehabilitation and development (LRRD) was born.11  The basic idea of LRRD is to link short-term 
relief measures with longer-term development programmes in order to create synergies and provide a more 
sustainable response to crises. Perhaps there are some lesson for planning short-term rust building 
interventions that can truly be sustained in the long term.  
 
5.4 Trust or trustworthiness 
 
If people mistrust the ISF or vice versa, perhaps they have a good reason to, and are simply reacting to lived 
experience. So, should we focus on building trust, or trustworthiness? This TED talk raises some interesting 
question about perspective and focus: “What we don’t understand about trust”, by Onora O’Neill,  
https://www.ted.com/talks/onora_o_neill_what_we_don_t_understand_about_trust   
 
5.5 The State and society 
 
The ISF and the military represent the State, thus a trust building theory must also consider the fundamental 
relationship between the State and its people.  In “The Narrow Corridor. States, societies and the fate of 
liberty” (2019) authors Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, develop a new theory about liberty and how 
to achieve it, drawing on evidence from current affairs and many historical examples, illustrating and 
analyzing the fundamental and incessant struggle between state and society. Perhaps some ideas here for an 
overall framework for analyzing the Sahel context, and the historical and ongoing dynamics between State 
and society.  
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 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/briefing_note/join/2012/491435/EXPO-DEVE_SP(2012)491435_EN.pdf  

https://www.ted.com/talks/onora_o_neill_what_we_don_t_understand_about_trust
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/briefing_note/join/2012/491435/EXPO-DEVE_SP(2012)491435_EN.pdf

